The structural organization of oligonucleosomes.
We have used electric birefringence to study the structure of oligonucleosomes and to show the influence of histone H1 depletion on their conformation in solution. Measurements are made at low ionic strength on monodisperse samples containing up to 8 nucleosomes. For each oligomer, having H1 or not, the analysis of both relaxation and orientation times gives information about the particle's orientation mechanism through the ratio r of permanent over induced dipole terms. For native oligomers, the data confirm the previous finding of a discontinuity in hydrodynamic behavior between pentamer and heptamer: the rotational times are multiplied by 10 and r increases from 0.2 to 0.7 showing the appearance of a non-negligible contribution of a permanent dipole to the orientation mechanism. We suggest a model for the hexanucleosome at low ionic strength and discuss its implications for the higher-order structure of chromatin. The treatment for H1 depletion abolishes the transitions in electro-optical properties: the value of r remains constant, r = 0.15, and both rotational times increase progressively with the number of nucleosomes in the chain. That reflects an important unfolding of oligonucleosomal structure which we attributed to the unwinding of DNA tails and internucleosomal segments. The disc planes of nucleosomes become closely parallel to the nucleosomal chain axis.